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Katsuya, SBE's Starck-designed showcase restaurants for local celeb sushi chef Katsuya Uechi, can be one of L.A.'s toughest places to get in to for a bite. But getting your chopsticks on the chef's famous spicy tuna and divine sticky rice has just been made easier with the introduction of Katsuya2Go.

Now available from the Brentwood, Hollywood, and Valley locale, and coming soon to the L.A. Live! location downtown, the concept seems pretty easy to digest.

Patrons simply go to the new site, choose their closest Katsuya locale, view and pick dishes from the menu, and then add them to their cart like an edible Amazon. The restaurant will then prepare your meal, wrap it up, and leave it with the valet for your pickup. Yes folks, you don't even have to leave your car, a trend I'm really hoping spreads across this vast landscape.

So, if you feel like leaving your hair like that and ditching your makeup for the night, there will be no room full of hot-stuff grimacing at you. This move into Jetsons territory makes Katsuya accessible to all, even those whose names don't end with Bryant or LaBeouf.
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